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ABSTRACT

Digital images can be analyzed at wide range of levels going from pixel arrangement to semantics. As a consequence, finding a visual complexity estimator is a difficult task. In this article we propose a definition of attention based perceptual complexity. We study the performance of human eye movements and of different models of computational attention against a ground-truth of image complexity based on the observation time of an image description task. The results obtained show that besides its lack of semantic processing, attentional behavior is a good estimator of image complexity.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Context

The study of visual complexity is particularly relevant to both cognitive and computer science studies. Yet, it is still ill-defined.

The pioneers in this field are the psychologists Snodgrass and Vanderwart[1] which, in the early 1980’s established a classification of the complexity of a set of black and white line art drawings. This classification was based on subjective observers ranking. Later, in order to obtain a more objective measure of complexity, more “algorithmic” measures were introduced (number of line segments, lines crossings, etc.). These, however, were not calculated computationally.

In the 90’s, the image processing community tackled this question in order to solve different kinds of problems. Firstly, evaluating image complexity allows measuring the performance of algorithms relative to the kind of images treated[2]. Another domain which exploits complexity is content based image retrieval (CBIR) [3]: instead of searching for images with the same attributes (shape, color, etc.) it can be interesting to request images with the same complexity as the query image. Image complexity can also be used in watermarking [4]: the more complex the image is, the easier it is to insert information without altering its quality. The list of possible applications is obviously much longer (image recognition, compression, etc.), but these few examples highlight the diversity of possibilities.

To sum up, estimating the complexity of an image is interesting for a wide range of applications (from psychology to computer science). However, its estimation is facing a major problem: the definition of complexity. Webster’s dictionary (1986) defines a complex object as “an arrangement of parts, so intricate as to be hard to understand or deal with”. According to W. Li, the definition of complexity should be very close to certain measures of difficulty (of construction, description, etc.) concerning the object or the system studied [5].

The measures of complexity arising from such a definition are numerous. Lloyd [6], proposes a non exhaustive list, classified into three categories: how hard is it to describe, how hard is it to create, and what is its degree of organization?

In the field of visual complexity, proposals are more scarce but equally varied. To name few: fractal theory [7], fuzzy theory [8] or, more frequently information theory [9].

Regarding this last point, and as previously mentioned, recent work [10, 11] presents the strong correlation between human evaluation of complexity and Kolmogorov complexity (JPEG and GIF compression ratios).

1.2. Hypothesis

The methods mentioned above evaluate the complexity of images, regardless of their perception by our visual and attentional systems. Intuitively, the heatmaps generated by a computational model of attention seem to vary (spreading, patterns) according image complexity (figure 1).

In order to verify this hypothesis, we propose to construct a measure of complexity based, no longer on the “direct” analysis of their content, but from this perceptual complexity through the attentional filter. This measure does not aim to compete or to replace the traditional measures, but rather to provide an additional tool for estimating the complexity of images.

In the following section, we describe a few computational models of attention as well as our contributions to the modeling of visual attention. In section 3, we describe how we have evaluated the potential of these models. Section 4 provides the results of this evaluation.
2. COMPUTATIONAL ATTENTION

In order to validate the hypothesis that attention is correlated to image complexity, we have chosen to evaluate three well known bottom-up attention models. They were chosen for their proven performances in the field of attention modeling, their public availability [12] [13] and/or their link with publicly available eye-tracking experiments databases [13] [14]. We have also evaluated different versions of our own computational model of attention [15], partially derived from Laurent Itti’s work. The main characteristics of these models are summarized in the following subsections.

2.1. Some existing models

Itti’s model [12] is one of the most popular attention models. It is based on a hierarchical approach using multi-resolutions decomposition and center-surround filtering. It provides a centralized representation of attention through the generation of a global saliency map.

Le Meur’s model [14] is an improvement of [12], built on a more realistic (yet more complex) generation of features and conspicuity maps as well as an improved conspicuity maps fusion scheme.

Bruce [13] proposes an alternative approach based in information theory. It combines independent component analysis (ICA) with a measure of self-information in order to estimate the saliency of each pixel of an image.

2.2. Our contributions

All of the previously cited models are based on a central representation of saliency. The model proposed in [15] provides an alternative processing of visual attention, based on competition, leading to a distributed representation of attention. This competition is achieved by using a prey / predators dynamical system.

The advantages of such a system are numerous:

- it is inherently dynamical: the evolution of the focus of attention is generated naturally by the evolution of the prey / predators system;
- it is adaptable: thanks to its different parameters it can be tuned to many different applications. In particular, it provides a noise parameter allowing to balance between focusing exclusively on a few salient points and exploring the whole image;

In addition to this original competitive maps fusion process, we have improved the computation of conspicuity and singularity maps so that they are faster to generate. As a consequence, images can be analyzed using more scales, typically 6 against 3 for the default implementation of [12].

An extension of our basic system introduces a feedback mechanism which allows adapting the dynamics and scene exploration behavior of our system to a specific context. It modulates the activity of the dynamical system with a map built from previous attentional focuses (with a weight inversely proportional to their “oldness”). This mechanism is controlled by a feedback parameter $f \in [-1, 1]$ which allows to:

- maximize scene exploration and accelerate the system dynamics if $f \in [-1; 0]$;
- stabilize the focus points on previously visited locations and slow down system dynamics if $f \in [0; 1]$.

Experiments ran on the test databases described in section 3 shows that our system is closer to human attentional behavior if $f = 0.2$. This feedback value is used in the feedback based version of our system.

The aim of the experiments described in the next section is twofold. Firstly, it should validate that saliency based models of attention can help predicting the complexity of an image. Secondly, it should determine if the dynamical behavior of our attentional model can provide additional information leading to a better evaluation of visual complexity.
3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Building a ground-truth of image complexity

Considering that image complexity is linked to its difficulty of description, we have measured the mean observation time of a set of $M = 148$ images belonging to two databases (containing images and eye-tracking data) made publicly available by Bruce [13] and Le Meur [14].

We asked $N = 12$ participants to watch each image of the database enough time to be able to describe it with a medium level of details. Observation times were normalized, averaged, and sorted in order to obtain a mean observer ranking $MOR$.

In order to evaluate the intra-observers variation, we built each observer’s own ranking $OR^i$ with $i \in [1 \ldots N]$. For every rank $k \in [1 \ldots M]$ we can define a distance from the mean ranking $MOR$ such as: $dOR[k] = |OR^i[k] - MOR[k]|$. We can then build a ROC curve by considering a binary classifier which correctly estimates image complexity if $dOR[k] < S$ with $S \in [1 \ldots M]$.

The ROC curve represents the number of good predictions relative to threshold $S$. The area under ROC curve provides a single estimator of the complexity estimation quality. The mean area under ROC curve of all observers is linked to the intra-observer variation: it represents the highest reference score to which computational models can be compared.

3.2. Models and measures

We evaluated the following methods in order to obtain a complexity based ranking of the database images:

- Random ranking of the images. This represents our lower bound of complexity evaluation;
- JPEG compression ratio of the original images. Provides a default Kolmogorov complexity estimator, directly based on image pixels;
- JPEG compression ratio of the eye-tracking heatmaps which are part of the databases provided by [13] [14]. This gives an estimate of how human eye movements can predict complexity;
- JPEG compression ratio of the saliency maps generated by several computation models of attention [12] [13] [14];
- JPEG compression ratio of the heatmaps built from simulated focus points obtained using [15] after 300 iterations:

Since our system is dynamical, we also built two specific measures in order to directly exploit the focus points coordinates:

- DCR: the deflate compression ratio [6] of the focus points coordinates measures if there are spatial redundancy or patterns in the evolution of the focus point.
- SLFE: the saccade length Fourier entropy [16] measures if there are temporal redundancies in the evolution of the distance between two consecutive focus points.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Independently from our own attention model, we can see in table 1 that JPEG compression ratio of attentional maps seems to be a better complexity estimator than simple JPEG compression ratio of the original images [10]. This is true for computationally generated maps, but also for maps built from eye-tracking experiments.

Interestingly, complexity estimation obtained using computational models of attention outperforms estimation obtained using heatmaps generated from eye-tracking experiments (ground truth attention maps).

JPEG compression of the heatmaps generated by our dynamical attention model (table 2) provides slightly lower results than the other attention models but compares well to eye tracking. This is probably due to the use of randomness in its dynamical equations (which injects additional complexity to the heatmaps generated).

However, if we measure the complexity of the trajectories generated by the model and its feedback based refined version (SLFE estimator), the performances increase and even exceed those obtained by the best saliency map based models.

5. CONCLUSION

This article proposes a new method for estimating the complexity of natural images. It is a difficult task that has been addressed by only few previous works.

We show that attentional maps, and in particular saliency maps and heatmaps generated by computational models of attention, can serve as a good estimator of image complexity.
We also show that the dynamics of the focus points generated by our non centralized attention model can provide a better estimator of visual complexity. Since our computational model of attention is capable of handling video inputs, future experiments will focus on studying the validity of our approach for video complexity estimation with promising applications in, for example, automatic bit-rate adjustment of video streams during their broadcast.
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